October 12, 2022

To: Interested Parties
Fr: Kory Kozloski, Mandela Barnes for Wisconsin Campaign Manager
Re: Poll Results for the Wisconsin Senate General Election

Going into the final month of the election cycle, the critical race for Senate in Wisconsin is a dead heat. After winning the first debate and weathering a barrage of negative attacks from Ron Johnson and his allies, Mandela Barnes has the momentum going into the final stretch.

- **Barnes and Johnson are tied in the key Wisconsin Senate race.** In two separate polls, Barnes and Johnson are neck and neck in a race that could decide control of the Senate. Barnes is up 1-point in a Clarity Campaign poll, which also shows him being up 10 points among the critical swing group of Independents, while Johnson has a 1-point advantage in the recently released public poll conducted by CBS News.

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
\text{Wisconsin Senate Vote*} & \text{Wisconsin Senate Vote - CBS Public Poll} \\
\begin{array}{cc}
48 & 47 \\
\text{Barnes} & \text{Johnson} \\
49 & 50 \\
\text{Barnes} & \text{Johnson}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

*The following findings are based on the results of a survey conducted by Clarity Campaign Labs from October 7-11, 2022, in Wisconsin among N=874 likely general election voters. Calls were conducted using a mix of automated calls to landlines and live calls to cellphones. The results are subject to a margin of error of ± 3.3%.
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